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ABSTRACT
This chapter will discuss several algorithms and techniques used in artificial intelligence that can be applied to StarCraft (Blizzard, 2009) and other similar real-time strategy (RTS) games. A significant section of the chapter is devoted to teaching the reader how to use the Brood War API (Heinermann, 2011), BWAPI. This API allows developers to create agents that can play StarCraft with or without human interaction. Each section after the tutorial introduces an algorithm or technique, explains the relevant concepts, shows an example of its implementation in StarCraft, and evaluates its performance and applications. The algorithms and techniques covered include swarm intelligence, gathering algorithms, expert systems, and hill climbing. The example implementations are kept simple to allow readers to follow along and implement them as practice.

INTRODUCTION
Overview of StarCraft
By allowing programmers to see algorithms come to life in challenging scenarios StarCraft makes an excellent environment for learning new algorithms. This game is over a decade old and is still played throughout the world. It is treated like a national sport in South Korea with competitors making hundreds of thousands of dollars each year. An application programmer interface, Brood War API that allows the programming of intelligent agents to play StarCraft has recently been released. These factors make StarCraft a prime platform for developing an RTS AI.

For readers planning to create an AI that plays competitive StarCraft the first step is learning to play the game. As with any AI, the developer should have a firm understanding of the environment his agent will act in, the tasks it must accomplish, and any obstacles or noise that could prevent
the task from being accomplished. In this case the environment is an alien planet, the task is world domination, and the noise is caused by monsters that want to eat the agent. Unfortunately a tutorial on playing StarCraft is beyond the scope of this chapter. However there are numerous StarCraft guides (Team Liquid, 2010) and video tutorials on the Internet.

Opportunities for AI

StarCraft and real-time strategy games in general offer new challenges for AI that chess could not. By vastly expanding possible actions, introducing time as a new dimension, and making the environment more realistic, StarCraft is a perfect environment for intelligent agents to grow, learn, and compete. At the time of this writing even the best AI could not beat professional human players at StarCraft, but this is likely to change in a few years.

A vast variety of AI algorithms and techniques can be applied to StarCraft including swarm tactics, expert systems, gathering algorithms, hill climbing, and more. By applying such algorithms intelligent agents are able to use their superior speed to produce uncanny behavior with the game’s units. It is truly fascinating what sort of behaviors can emerge as an agent fights for its life.

BACKGROUND

The best way to learn StarCraft is to play the game, but a brief overview may help prepare the reader for references made in this chapter. The game takes place in a science fiction universe where space travel is trivial, but survival is not. StarCraft puts players in the position of a military leader that must decide how to manage a small colony and an army of up to 200 units in order to defeat an opponent with similar resources.

Setting

The StarCraft universe is incredibly diverse. It includes wasteland planets, ancient civilizations, thriving Earth-like areas, and more. There is a wide variety of technology available depending on the economic status and intelligence of those developing it. Backwater planets with revolver wielding marshals exist alongside societies with advanced teleportation devices and monsters with psychic abilities.

Two things fuel the armies of StarCraft. Minerals are present in large deposits on most planets and are used for currency, food, energy, and building material. Vespene Gas is available from geysers and used as fuel, but it is often more difficult to gather than minerals. In the game these resources determine which units, structures, or technologies a player can afford.

There are three playable races in the game. The Terran colonies of humanity, the insect-like horde of the Zerg, and the mysterious tribes of Protoss are in constant combat. The game is well balanced so that no race has a significant advantage over another.

The Terran represent humanity in the future. Their technology is composed of advanced versions of mankind’s current weapons. Tanks, stealth jets, and nuclear weapons are all still available, but invisibility, powered exoskeletons, and flying buildings are just a few of the advancements they have made. The Terran have relatively little knowledge of the other two races and spend a significant amount of time fighting among themselves.

The Zerg Swarm is based on rapidly spreading but controlled mutation. Large brain-like creatures called Cerebrates are able to control other creatures in the swarm by using psychic abilities. The Zerg travel from planet to planet consuming any resources available while searching for new specimens worth mutating to serve their purpose. For example if the Zerg infested Earth they might capture a lion and mutate it by mixing its DNA with other creatures already controlled by the Zerg. The end result might be a smarter, more aggressive,
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